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Parallel Parsing of Arithmetic Expressions 

Y.  N. SRIKANT 

Abstract-New parallel algorithms for parsing arithmetic expressions 
on mesh-connected, shuffle-connected, cube-connected, and cube-con- 
nected cycles models of parallel computation are presented. On the mesh- 
connected computer, the algorithm requires n processors and O(&) 
time; on the other models, n processors and O(log2 n )  time are required. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Parsing arithmetic expressions on parallel computers has created 
much interest recently [2], [3], 191. But all these efforts have been to 
develop parallel algorithms for parsing expressions on a parallel 
random access machine model of computation with shared memory 
(PRAM). 

In this paper, we present parallel algorithms for parsing expres- 
sions on mesh, shuffle, cube, and cube-connected cycles parallel 
computers [ 11, [4]. With n processors, it requires O( &) time on the 
mesh-connected model and O(log2 n )  time on others. For the mesh- 
connected computer, we use wrap-around and normal row-major 
ordering. For the shuffle computer, we use an extra connection 
between adjacent processors and thus four connections per processor 
are required. For details of these and other models, the reader is 
referred to [l], [4], [6]-[8]. 

11. THE PARALLEL ALGORITHM 

We permit arithmetic expressions with the operators + , - , *, /, 
and ?, parentheses, constants, and variables with the usual priorities. 
All operators except ? are assumed to be left associative. 

The parallel parsing algorithm consists of four major steps: 
1) Parenthesize the given expression fully so that each subexpres- 

sion within a pair of parentheses has operands connected by a pair of 
operators of exactly the same priority. 

2) Delete redundant parentheses. 
3) Separate the subexpressions at each level of parenthesis nesting 

and determine the root of the tree form of each subexpression in 
parallel. 

4) Separate the subexpression at each level of parenthesis nesting 
and determine the children of each operator in the tree form of each 
subexpression in parallel. 

We now explain these steps in detail. The implementation of each 
step on the different models of computation is examined in Section 
111. We assume that each element of the expression has been assigned 
one processor. 

Definition: A simple expression (se) is an expression in which all 
operators not enclosed by parentheses are of the same priority. For 
example, a + ( b / c )  - d is an se. 

We insert parentheses in the expression so that all subexpressions 
in it, at all levels of parenthesis nesting, become se’s. 

Step I: The rules for parenthesizing a given expression are given 
below [2]: 

1 )  For each +, - operator insert two left (right, resp.) 
parentheses to its right (left, resp.). 

2) For each *, / operator, insert one left (right, resp.) parenthesis 
to its right (left, resp.). 

3) For each left (right, resp.) parenthesis, insert two additional left 
(right, resp.) parentheses to its right (left, resp.). In addition, three 
left (right, resp.) parentheses are added at the beginning (end, resp.). 
After the completion of this step, the whole expression is enclosed in 
a pair of parentheses. Redundant parentheses are deleted in the next 
step. 

Since a maximum of five parentheses are inserted per element, 
these may be stored within each processor in its scratch memory. 
Insertion simply requires inspecting the element contained in each 
processor. 

After this step, the elements of the expression including the newly 
inserted parentheses are renumbered to get an index for each element. 
Whenever an element is moved to another processor, this index is 
also moved along with it. We call this index as 01 (original index). 
From now on we refer to left (right, resp.) parenthesis as Ip (rp, 
resp.). 

Step 2: 
a) Extract only the parentheses by packing. 
b) Compute nesting levels for all parentheses i as NLl( i )  = 

(number of left parentheses in the range 1 to i )  - (number of right 
parentheses in the range 1 to (i - 1)). 

c) Sort the parentheses (only) using NL1. Now the matching Ip’s 

and rp’s come together and let them exchange information about 
their 01’s. A stable sort is needed. 

d) Distribute the parentheses to the processors indicated by their 
01’s. 

The above steps are required to inform each lp (rp, resp.) about its 
matching rp (Ip, resp.). 

e) Every lp (rp, resp.) marks itself as “deleted” if the element to 
its immediate right (left, resp.) is an Ip (rp, resp.) and the matching 
rp’s (Ip’s, resp.) of these two Ip’s (rp’s, resp.) are also adjacent [2]. 
Furthermore, if the index of the matching rp (Ip, resp.) is (self index 
+2) (or (self index - 2), resp.), i.e., only one variable or constant is 
enclosed between a pair of parentheses, then the corresponding Ip and 
rp can be marked as “deleted.” 

f)  Remove the parentheses marked “deleted” by packing and 
renumber the elements. The new index obtained is the new 01. 

Step 3: Now we proceed to determine the root of the tree form of 
each subexpression at each nesting level of parentheses in parallel. 

a) Compute nesting levels NL2(i) for all symbols i (not just 
parentheses) as: NL2(i)  = (number of lp’s in the range 1 to i) - 
(number of rp’s in the range 1 to (i - 1)). NL2 is useful in separating 
subexpressions. 

b) For an element, if the left neighbor is an lp or the right neighbor 
is an rp, then mark it as a “border” element. Both these conditions 
cannot be simultaneously true for any element since redundant 
parentheses have been deleted. 

c) Sort the symbols using NL2 as the key, and separate 
subexpressions at each nesting level of parentheses. 

d) In the case of an se, either the first or the last operator in the 
expression is the root of the tree form of the expression depending on 
whether the operators are right or left associative, respectively (this 
should be intuitively obvious; for proofs see [9]). After step 3c) the 
first (last) operator will be either next or second next on the right 
(left, resp.) to the Ip (rp, resp.) (this is because we have moved 
parentheses along with the symbols they enclose). Thus, by looking at 
two symbols on the left or right, the rp’s and Ip’s can determine 
whether the first or the last operator is the root. 

e) Extract only the parentheses by packing and bring together the 
matching Ip’s and rp’s of each subexpression. The Ip and the rp now 
exchange information about the root of the tree form of the 
subexpression they enclose and also the “border” markings of 
themselves. 

f )  Distribute the parentheses and the elements back to their original 
places indicated by 01. Now each lp and rp has information about the 
root of the tree form of the subexpression they enclose. 

Step 4: All that remains is the computation of the children of the 
operators in the expression. The constants and variables do not have 
any children since they are leaves. 

a) Compute nesting levels NL3( i )  for all symbols i as: NL3( i )  = 
(number of lp’s in the range 1 to ( i  - 1)) - (number of rp’s in the 
range 1 to i) .  Note that NL3 is different from NL2. 

b) Sort the symbols using NL3 as the key, and separate the 
subexpressions at each nesting level. Now the operands which are 
parenthesized subexpressions are represented by the parentheses 
only. It should be noted that the roots of the tree forms of the 
parenthesized subexpressions are available in the parentheses and 
these roots are the only information required for determining the 
children of the operators (for details see [9]). This is because no other 
element except the root of the tree form of a parenthesized 
subexpression can form the child of any operator outside the 
subexpression. 

c) Determination of the left child of the operators: 
i) For a right associative operator, the left child is the root of the 

tree form of the subexpression on the left; this is either the constant or 
id on the left or the root of the tree form of the parenthesized 
subexpression on the left. 

ii) For a left associative operator, the left child is the operator to 
its left. If the operator under consideration is itself the leftmost 
operator (which is the case if the element to the left of the operator is 
a “border” element), then the root of the tree form of the 
subexpression on the left (which may be a constant, a variable or a 
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Given expression: a / b + c t ( d / e + f t g ) 

After step 1 (insertion of parentheses) we get, 

(((PI CbJ + <(c t ((0 le) )  + ((f t g22),1, 
After step 2 (deletion of redundant parentheses) the underlined parentheses get deleted, and the expression becomes, 

( ( a / b ) + ( c t  ( ( d  e 1 + ( f  t g 1 ) 1 ) 
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 -- 01 

After steps 3(i), 3(ii), and 3(iii) we obtain 

from which the roots of the tree forms of the subexpressions at each nesting level are determined and stored in the parentheses. These 
are shown by arrows. After steps 4(i) and 4(ii) we obtain, 

( )  O + ( )  a / b c t  ( 1 ( 1 + ( 1 d e f t g 
, 0 1 1  5 6 7 23112 3 4 8 9 10 22,111 15 16 17 21lJ2 13 14 18 19 201 

0 1 2 3 4 -- NL3 

from which the tree given below is obtained. 

-I- 

parenthesized subexpression, see i) above) is the left child; otherwise 
the index of the operator on the left is determined as either (index of 
the constant or variable to the left of the operator - 1) or (index of the 
matching lp of the rp to the left of the operator - l ) ,  as the case may 
be. 

d) Determination of the right child of the operators: Similar to 
step 4c) above (for details see [9]). 

e) Distribute all the elements with their left and right information to 
their original places using 01. 

Fig. 1 shows a detailed example. 

111. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS 
Table I below summarizes the various computations used in the 

algorithm and their time complexity. For details, the reader is 
referred to [l] ,  [ 5 ] - [ 8 ] .  

Thus, using only n processors, the total time required for 
com uting the tree form of an arithmetic expression is no more than 
O ( k )  on the mesh-connected computer and O(log2 n )  on other 
models of computation. 

Fig. 1 
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